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Is That within Reach? fMRI Reveals That the Human
Superior Parieto-Occipital Cortex Encodes Objects Reachable
by the Hand
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Macaque neurophysiology and human neuropsychology results suggest that parietal cortex encodes a unique representation of space
within reach of the arm. Here, we used slow event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate whether human
brain areas involved in reaching are more activated by objects within reach versus beyond reach. In experiment 1, graspable objects were
placed at three possible locations on a platform: two reachable locations and one beyond reach. On some trials, participants reached to
touch or grasp objects at the reachable location; on other trials participants passively viewed objects at one of the three locations. A
reach-related area in the superior parieto-occipital cortex (SPOC) was more activated for targets within reach than beyond. In experiment
2, we investigated whether this SPOC response occurred when visual and motor confounds were controlled and whether it was modulated
when a tool extended the effective range of the arm. On some trials, participants performed grasping and reaching actions to a reachable
object location using either the hand alone or a tool; on other trials, participants passively viewed reachable and unreachable object
locations. SPOC was significantly more active for passively viewed objects within reach of the hand versus beyond reach, regardless of
whether or not a tool was available. Interestingly, these findings suggest that neural responses within brain areas coding actions (such as
SPOC for reaching) may reflect automatic processing of motor affordances (such as reachability with the hand).

Introduction
In primates, parietal cortex includes a variety of areas specialized
for actions with different effectors (Andersen, 1997). Such re-
gions include the medial intraparietal area, MIP (which overlaps
with the parietal reach region, PRR), visual area V6A, and area 5,
involved in arm movements (Colby and Duhamel, 1991; Galletti
et al., 2003; Evangeliou et al., 2009), as well as the anterior in-
traparietal area (AIP) involved in hand movements (Sakata et al.,
1992). Each effector can operate only within the range of space
specified by its anatomical constraints. For instance, reaching can
only be performed to targets within the range of the arm. This
space in which the body’s effectors can act is termed peripersonal
space (Rizzolatti et al., 1985; Previc, 1998) and may be particu-
larly relevant for the visuomotor areas of the brain. Indeed, stud-
ies with parietal patients exhibiting extinction (di Pellegrino et
al., 1997; Làdavas et al., 1998a,b, 2000) and neglect (Halligan and
Marshall, 1991; Berti and Frassinetti, 2000), as well as studies with
neurologically intact individuals (Weiss et al., 2000; Makin et al.,

2007; Quinlan and Culham, 2007), suggest that parietal cortex
may preferentially encode near space.

In humans, one area that may be expected to encode periper-
sonal space is the superior parieto-occipital cortex (SPOC).
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has implicated
SPOC in both reaching (de Jong et al., 2001; Prado et al., 2005)
and pointing preparation (Astafiev et al., 2003; Connolly et al.,
2003). Moreover, SPOC may encode not just arm actions per se,
but also the intention to make an arm action, as indicated by its
response to reachable three-dimensional objects even when no
reach is performed (Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2006b). If so, these
responses may be modulated by whether or not the object is
within reachable space. In addition, responses to reachable ob-
jects in SPOC may be modulated by tool use.

Interestingly, Iriki and colleagues (1996), recording from neu-
rons in the anterior bank of the intraparietal sulcus in macaques,
found that visual responses originally selective for food items
within reach of the arm expanded to encompass the effective
range of a tool (rake) after training. Similar effects have been
observed in human parietal patients, whose extinction can be
recovered in far space after tool use (Farnè and Làdavas, 2000;
Maravita and Iriki, 2004). One interpretation of both the ma-
caque and human results is that parietal receptive fields tuned to
the arm expand to encompass a tool (Iriki et al., 1996); however,
other interpretations exist (Holmes et al., 2004, 2007).

Here, we conducted two experiments using fMRI to investi-
gate the coding of peripersonal space in parietal cortex. First we
performed a preliminary experiment suggesting that SPOC may
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show greater responses to reachable versus
unreachable objects (Culham et al., 2008).
We then conducted a second experiment
with rigorous visual and motor controls to
test the hypothesis that SPOC encodes
reachable space. In addition, we also ex-
amined whether the response to reachable
locations was modulated by tool use.

Materials and Methods
Experiment 1: identification of regions
tuned to reachable space
The goal of this study was to identity human
parietal brain areas involved in hand actions
that are tuned to potentially actable object loca-
tions (i.e., within reach of the arm). To give
participants knowledge about the extent of
their reach and to localize areas involved in
hand actions, we had them perform reaching
and grasping actions toward objects placed on a
platform. To measure brain activation corre-
sponding to the potential for action upon
reachable objects, on separate trials we had par-
ticipants passively view objects at both reach-
able and unreachable locations.

We chose to compare the responses to reach-
able versus unreachable locations under condi-
tions of passive viewing because other possible
tasks, such as reaching, pantomimed reaching,
or pointing are problematic. First, actual reach-
ing actions, in which the participant reaches out
to touch the target, cannot be performed on
objects in unreachable locations by definition.
Second, pantomimed or attempted reaching, in
which the participant reached toward the ob-
ject, would have the obvious confound that par-
ticipants would not succeed for objects beyond
reach. Moreover, a past study from our lab has found that pretend ac-
tions recruit different brain regions than realistic actions (Króliczak et al.,
2007). Third, pointing actions, in which the participant directs the index
finger toward the object without actually touching it, can be performed
to objects at any distance; thus, there would be no reason to expect any
distance-selectivity. Although numerous fMRI studies have examined
pointing actions (DeSouza et al., 2000; Astafiev et al., 2003; Connolly et
al., 2003; Medendorp et al., 2005), to date reaching and pointing have not
been directly compared and may rely on different neural mechanisms. In
sum, we were looking for a task that may be expected to be modulated by
reachability without explicitly involving reaching or pointing. Passive
viewing responses have been observed in both macaque (Sakata et al.,
1995) and human brain areas (Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2007) involved in
hand actions. These responses are thought to reflect the potential for
actions on objects, which as we test here, might be modulated by distance
and reachability.

Participants. fMRI was used to measure the blood oxygenation level-
dependent (BOLD) signal, which provides a measure of local neural
activity (Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1992) from 10 right-handed
participants (4 males; mean age, 28 years) recruited from the University
of Western Ontario (London, Ontario, Canada). Informed consent was
obtained in accordance with procedures approved by the university’s
Health Sciences Review Ethics Board. All participants were naive with
respect to the experimental hypothesis and were only informed of the
required experimental tasks.

Experimental setup and apparatus. Participants were required to per-
form action trials (grasping and reaching) and passive viewing trials
toward target stimuli placed at different spatial locations upon an angled
black platform saddled over each participant’s hips (Fig. 1 B). The target
stimuli were made of pieces of LEGO and were �5 � 2 � 1.5 cm in
length, depth, and height, respectively. Participants were placed in the

bore of the magnet in a supine semireclined position (head tilted �30°)
so that the natural line of gaze was directly down the bore of the magnet
(toward the feet). This permitted target objects to be presented directly in
the workspace in front of the participant without the need of a mirror
which would require further spatial transformations and processing. To
tilt the head, each participant had their head supported by pieces of foam
within the head coil.

Experimental paradigm. An event-related paradigm was used in which
each trial lasted 16 s and consisted of a cue period (2 s, during which an
auditory instruction was presented to the participant through head-
phones), a preparation period (6 s), an action period [2 s, during which
participants responded to a stimulus that was illuminated via an light
emitting diode (LED)], and a final intertrial interval (6 s) (Fig. 1 A).
Participants were instructed to always maintain their gaze on a fixation
point (situated along the sagittal midline above a position between the
medium and far locations) during the entire length of a run. The fixation
point was a green LED positioned �100 cm from the participants’ eyes
and at a visual angle of 16° above the participants’ natural line of gaze. We
did not use an eye tracking system during scanning so eye movements
could not be monitored.

The auditory cue gave one of three possible instructions: “grasp,”
“reach,” or “look.” Grasping trials involved using a precision grip (be-
tween thumb and index finger) to manually pick-up (grasp and lift) the
object at the medium location. The reaching condition required that the
participant reach toward the object at the medium location without pre-
shaping the hand and manually touch the stimuli with the knuckles. The
passive viewing (“look”) condition involved simply viewing the location
of the illuminated object while fixating the LED. Participants performed
actions with the right hand and had the right upper arm braced such that
arm movement was limited to the elbow and wrist. Movements of large
masses such as the shoulder and upper arm have been shown to cause

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm, setup, and conditions for experiment 1. A, Timing of one event-related trial. Participants
begin trial by maintaining fixation. Participants receive an auditory instruction (gray square) to perform either a hand action
(“grasp” or “reach”) or passive viewing (“look”) before presentation of the object stimuli. This is followed by a preparation period
where participants prepare to perform the instruction. The action period is denoted by the illumination of the object (gray square).
This is the cue for participants to perform the auditory instruction (pink dashed line represents the arm movement for grasp and
reach trials only). This is then followed by an intertrial interval (ITI) until onset of the next trial. B, Picture of participant setup from
side view. Participants’ heads are tilted to permit direct viewing of objects on the platform. C, Experimental conditions as shown
from participants’ point of view. The yellow star with dark shadow represents the fixation LED and its location in depth (no shadow
was actually visible). The yellow dashed line represents the extent of the participant’s reaching space within the setup. The red
dashed line denotes the location of the target object on the platform.
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perturbations in the magnetic field which induce artifacts in the partici-
pant’s data (Culham, 2006). The use of an event related paradigm tem-
porally decouples the artifact created from grasping and reaching from
the BOLD signal time course (Culham et al., 2003).

The participant was expected to retain the given auditory instruction
over the preparation period and perform the cued action with the right
hand (for grasping and reaching trials) during the action period when a
single object was illuminated. Except for the brief period of object illu-
mination and the fixation LED staying on for the duration of each trial,
the magnet bore was completely dark throughout each run. Each partic-
ipant placed the right hand at a starting position on the left side of the
platform in between action trials and during passive viewing trials.

Task. To first explore our hypothesis that SPOC visually encodes
reachable objects, we used a relatively simple design where on any given
trial a single LEGO object was placed by the experimenter at one of three
prespecified locations during the intertrial interval on the angled plat-
form positioned in front of the participant. For each trial, the experi-
menter randomly selected from eight possible LEGO stimuli. The near
location was �2 cm from the participant’s right hand in the participant’s
left visual field, the medium location was �25 cm from the participant’s
right hand in their right visual field, and the far location was placed �55
cm from the participant’s midline. Most importantly, whereas the stim-
uli placed within both the near and medium locations were within reach
of the participant’s braced arm/hand, stimuli placed in the far location
were not accessible by the participant. After each hand action partici-
pants were required to return their hand back to the starting position.
Object locations were predetermined during the participant setup; par-
ticipants placed the objects down at the near and medium locations as
determined by the extent of their reach, with the far location being placed
by the experimenter at the far edge of the platform outside the reach of
the participant. Pieces of black tape were positioned at the three locations
to aid the experimenter in placing the stimuli in the correct locations in
the dark. Small LEDs were positioned underneath the platform and di-
rected toward the experimenter such that they were not visible to the
participant but could cue the experimenter regarding the location of the
upcoming target to be placed on the platform during the intertrial inter-
val. During participant setup, the illuminator LED was positioned to
provide equal illumination to stimuli in the three prespecified object
locations. All stimuli were positioned below the fixation point, in the
lower visual field. Participants were instructed to ignore objects that were
fumbled and to only make one attempt at a grasp or reach. The experi-
menter watched the participants’ actions and noted any trials with errors;
error trials were coded as predictors of no interest and excluded from
analyses. A separate practice session was conducted before the actual
experiment to familiarize participants with the paradigm. This practice
session was equivalent to one experimental functional run.

Each functional run was comprised of 20 trials [four trials for each of
the five conditions: grasp medium object, reach medium object, passive
viewing of near object (Nearpv), passive viewing of medium object (Me-
diumpv), passive viewing of far object (Farpv)] (Fig. 1C). During each
run, trials were pseudo-randomly ordered. All participants participated
in five functional runs.

Data acquisition. Imaging was performed at the Robarts Research In-
stitute (London, Ontario, Canada) using a 4 Tesla whole-body Siemens-
Varian MRI system. A single-channel, transmit-receive, cylindrical bird-
cage radiofrequency head coil was used in all experiments. BOLD-based
(Ogawa et al., 1992) functional MRI volumes were collected using an
optimized segmented T2*-weighted echoplanar imaging (EPI) acquisi-
tion. To optimize the signal:noise ratio, in experiment 1 we used multi-
shot imaging in which k-space was collected using two shots per slice,
each with a TR (repetition time) of 1000 ms, for a total volume acquisi-
tion time of 2 s [flip angle (FA), 30°]. A 19.2 cm field of view was collected
with a 64 � 64 matrix size, yielding an in-plane resolution of 3 mm. Each
volume comprised 15 contiguous oblique slices, each 6 mm thick. Slices
were acquired at a 30° caudal tilt with respect to the anterior commissure
to posterior commissure (ACPC) line (Damasio, 1995), covering occip-
ital, parietal, posterior temporal and posterior frontal cortices. A con-
strained, three-dimensional phase shimming procedure was performed
to optimize the magnetic field homogeneity over the prescribed func-

tional planes (Klassen and Menon, 2004). Physiologic fluctuations were
compensated for every segment of every slice using a point-based navi-
gator correction scheme collected at the beginning of every spiral
read-out.

Data analysis. Data were analyzed using a Brain Voyager QX software
package (Version 1.8.6, Brain Innovation). For each participant, func-
tional data from each session were screened for motion and/or magnet
artifacts with cine-loop animation. One run from one participant was
removed from analyses due to extreme head motion (�1 mm within a
run). For the remaining data, Brain Voyager’s motion correction was
applied to align each functional volume for a given participant to the
functional volume collected closest in time to the anatomical volume. In
addition, data were preprocessed with linear tend removal and a high
pass filter of 3 cycles/run. Functional data were superimposed on ana-
tomical brain images, aligned on the ACPC line, and transformed into
Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). For group analysis,
functional data were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm
(full-width at half-maximum). Group data were then analyzed using a
random effects (RFX) general linear model (GLM). For experiment 1,
predictors were generated using rectangular wave functions (with a value
of 1 for l volume � 2 s when the action was initiated at the onset of the
intertrial interval and a value of 0 for the remainder of the trial) that were
convolved with a hemodynamic response function (Boynton et al.,
1996). The data were processed using a percentage signal change
transformation.

Experiment 2: investigation of preference for reachable space at
controlled locations after tool use
Experiment 1 showed that SPOC has higher activation for passively view-
ing objects within reaching distance (near and medium object locations).
The initial suggestion of this finding is that SPOC encodes the potential
to act upon objects within reach of the hand and our left-lateralized
SPOC activation is consistent with a coding of reachable objects with
respect to the available contralateral right arm. There are, however, other
possible interpretations of this finding. In experiment 1, participants
only ever acted on (grasped or reached toward) stimuli located at the
medium object location. The experiment was designed this way to min-
imize the number of conditions and thus maximize statistical power for
this preliminary investigation. However, it is possible that locations as-
sociated with actions (medium location) can become primed for actions
during viewing conditions. As such, the heightened activation for the
medium location could be unrelated to object reachability and may in-
stead reflect a confounding factor in our first study. Similarly, the limited
number of conditions in our preliminary investigation make it possible
that activation differences in SPOC were due to visual confounds such as
retinal size (near and medium locations appear larger on the retina),
retinal eccentricity (the near and medium locations were most eccentric
in the visual field), or the depth of fixation (near and medium objects
were within the depth of vergence). Previous results have shown that
activation near SPOC can be modulated by the depth of fixation (Quin-
lan and Culham, 2007).

Based on these preliminary findings in experiment 1 the goals of ex-
periment 2 were twofold. First, we needed to control for alternative ex-
planations of our results. To address these other interpretations we: (1)
had participants perform actions (reaching and grasping) on object lo-
cations that were not passively viewed on other trials; (2) used objects of
two different physical sizes so that when positioned at either near and far
distances they provided the same retinal image size; (3) positioned ob-
jects in both the left and right visual fields at equal depths providing the
same retinal eccentricities and the same depth relative to the fixation
point; and (4) increased the depth of fixation so that both reachable and
unreachable objects were positioned nearer than the fixation point. The
second goal of experiment 2 was to investigate whether the range of
reachable space encoding in SPOC could be expanded when participants
are given a tool that extends their reach. To investigate this possibility,
experiment 2 interleaved two types of functional runs in which the par-
ticipant either used the hand (2a) or a tool (2b) to perform reaching and
grasping actions. The expectation was that on runs in which the hand was
used, the preferred spatial range would include only the targets reachable
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with the hand; whereas, on runs in which a tool
was used, the preferred spatial range would ex-
tend to include targets that were reachable with
the tool but not the hand alone.

Participants. Fourteen right-handed partici-
pants (4 females; mean age, 26 years) were re-
cruited from the University of Western Ontario
(London, Ontario, Canada) for this experi-
ment. Data from one additional participant
were discarded due to motion artifacts. Partici-
pants met the same inclusion criteria and un-
derwent the same consent and screening proce-
dures as in experiment 1. Each scanning session
consisted of one high resolution anatomical ac-
quisition and a minimum of 11 functional runs.

Experiment 2a and 2b. The experimental
setup, apparatus, and tasks were similar to ex-
periment 1 except where otherwise noted. Dur-
ing odd-numbered runs, which constituted ex-
periment 2a, participants used the hand to
reach and grasp objects on some trials; on other
trials they simply passively viewed objects at a
variety of locations. For action trials partici-
pants were required to perform the grasping
and reaching actions with their right hand to an
object located along the arc of reachability, at
the point corresponding to the participant’s
sagittal midline (hand location, H). During pas-
sive viewing conditions, participants were in-
structed to attend to one of five other object locations: two near locations
[near right (NRpv) and near left (NLpv) locations] positioned in the right
and left visual fields, equally eccentric from fixation (such that only the
NRpv location was within range of the participant’s reach); two middle
locations on the left and right [medium left (MLpv) and medium right
(MRpv) locations], both positioned at a unreachable further distance;
and a far location [far right (FRpv) location] that was positioned in the
right visual field far beyond reach of the hand (Fig. 2 A).

During even-numbered runs, which constituted experiment 2b, par-
ticipants used a tool to reach and grasp objects in some trials; on other
trials, they simply passively viewed objects at the same locations as exper-
iment 2a while holding the tool in hand. On action trials participants
performed grasping and reaching with a set of large, plastic tongs to
objects at a tool (T) location (along the arc of reachability with the tool,
located along the participant’s sagittal midline but further than the H
location). On passive viewing trials, participants kept the tool in hand at
the starting position while objects were presented at one of the same
locations as experiment 2a (NRpv, NLpv, MRpv, MLpv, FRpv). In this case,
the range of space reachable with the tool now encompassed passive
viewing locations NRpv, NLpv, and MRpv (Fig. 2 B). Although including
hand and tool trials within the same run would have been better for direct
statistical comparisons between them, this would have led to too many
conditions per run and would have necessitated insertion and removal of
the tool, increasing run duration and possibly leading to movement
artifacts.

The exact locations of the passively viewed object locations (NRpv,
NLpv, MRpv, MLpv, FRpv) were determined individually for each partic-
ipant. NRpv was placed within reach by the participant with NLpv placed
at an equally distant location (with respect to the participant) outside the
participant’s reach by the experimenter (thus an activation preference for
NRpv over NLpv in SPOC could not be explained in terms of retinal
eccentricity as NLpv was equally eccentric from fixation but outside the
reach of the participant’s arm). Location MRpv was placed within reach
of the tool by the participant themselves and object location MLpv was
positioned in an equally distant location outside reach of the tool by the
experimenter. Object location FRpv was placed beyond reach of the tool
in the right visual field at the maximal extent of the platform by the
experimenter (note that we did not include a symmetric location in the
left visual field [far left (FL)] because the predictions would have been the
same as for the FRpv condition and we wanted to minimize the number of

trial types to maintain a reasonable number of trials per condition).
These five passive viewing conditions included stimuli in both visual
fields (NRpv, MRpv and FRpv on right, NLpv and MLpv on left). Thus, for
experiment 2a, if SPOC shows selectivity for the only reachable object
location with the hand, NRpv, and not other locations on the right (MRpv

and FRpv), we can rule out that SPOC activation is influenced by an
object’s visual field location. Also note that participants performed
grasping and reaching with the hand (2a) and the tool (2b) to object
locations corresponding to the participant’s midline (H and T loca-
tions, respectively) and importantly, objects were not presented at
these locations during any passive viewing trials. This manipulation
controlled for two factors: First, these actions locations were precisely
along the midline such that participants were not biased to act toward
either the left or right side of space. Second, by separating passive
viewing locations from action locations, heightened activation at any
one passive viewing location will be independent of any previous
motor associations at that location.

To control for object retinal size in experiment 2, two LEGO object
sizes, large and small, were created so that objects at different depth
locations provided the same retinal image size for the participant. Large
object stimuli [7 cm (length) � 3 cm (depth) � 3 cm (height)] were
placed at locations MLpv, MRpv, FRpv, and T and small object stimuli
(5 � 1.5 � 2 cm) were placed at locations NRpv, NLpv, and H. With these
physical sizes, the large stimuli at the medium distance subtended a visual
angle of 4 � 1.7 � 1.7 degrees in length, depth and height. The small
stimuli at the near distance subtended 4 � 1.2 � 1.6 degrees of visual
angle. Although the sizes of available LEGO pieces did not allow exact
equivalence, the near stimuli were now retinally smaller than the far
stimuli, reversing the size difference from experiment 1. Thus, a replica-
tion of the results from experiment 1 would rule out retinal size as the
basis for activation differences in SPOC. The fixation point was placed at
a depth between the medium and far object locations (similar to experi-
ment 1); however, note that this fixation distance was further from the
participant than in our first experiment and all stimuli fell within the
lower visual field. There were three other differences from experiment 1:
(1) LEGO stimuli were painted white to increase their contrast with the
black background of the platform; (2) The platform was extended to
enable the placement of objects at further distances beyond range of the
tool; and (3) the timing was changed so that each event-related trial lasted
15 s (based upon a volume acquisition time of 1.5 s for 10 volumes per

Figure 2. Experimental setup and conditions for experiment 2. On any given trial only one object would appear at any given
location. A, Conditions for experiment 2a with the hand from the participant’s point of view. During action trials, participants
grasped and reached objects at location H with their hand while on passive viewing trials participants viewed an object at one of
five locations: NR (near right), NL (near left), MR (middle right), ML (middle left), and FR (far right). B, Conditions for experiment
2b with the tool from the participant’s point of view. Participants grasped and reached to objects at location T using the tool during
action trials and on passive viewing trials, passively viewed objects in the same locations as in A. The white star with dark shadow
represents the fixation LED and its location in depth (no shadow was actually visible). The white dashed line represents the extent
of the participant’s reaching space within the setup. Note that objects in medium and far locations are physically larger in size to
provide a retinal size equivalent to that of the near objects.
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trial) instead of the 16 s in experiment 1. This latter change only affected
the length of the preparation period, which was shortened to 5 s. As in
experiment 1, participants were instructed to always maintain fixation on
a green LED during the entire length of a run.

Task. As in the first experiment, in experiment 2, participants were
asked to respond to the cued auditory instruction (“grasp,” “reach,” or
“look”) as accurately as possible during the 2 s while the stimuli were
illuminated by an LED. Grasping with the tool involved using the ends of
the tongs (driven by forces of the thumb and index finger to the middle of
the tongs) to acquire, briefly lift, and replace the object. The reaching
condition with the tool required that the participant reach toward the
object, close the ends of the tongs, and touch the object with the tongs.
Participants were instructed to keep the actions and somatosensory
feedback as similar as possible for grasping and reaching trials, for
example, by exerting similar pressure on the sides of the tongs and
using similar timing. Error trials were viewed off-line using an MR-
compatible infrared-sensitive camera (which had not been available
for experiment 1) that was optimally positioned to record the partic-
ipant’s movements during functional runs (MRC Systems). Trials
containing errors were modeled as predictors of no interest and were
excluded from statistical contrasts.

A separate practice session was conducted before the actual experi-
ment to familiarize participants with the tool and the paradigm. This
practice session was performed during collection of the participant’s
anatomical scan and was both similar to a tool functional run and equiv-
alent to the length of one experimental functional run. Participants were
also given brief practice with the tool picking up objects at several differ-
ent locations on the platform before the anatomical scan. Each hand (2a)
and tool (2b) functional run was comprised of 21 trials, based on a
quasi-random ordering of three trials for each of the seven conditions:
grasp with hand/tool (dependent on run), reach with hand/tool (depen-
dent on run), and passive viewing an object at one of five locations NRpv,
NLpv, MRpv, MLpv, or FRpv.

Data analysis for experiment 2. All data analyses were the same as in
experiment 1 except where otherwise noted. All data from one partici-
pant and one run from each of two additional participants were removed
from analyses due to extreme head motion (� 1 mm within a run). A

timing adjustment in experiment 2 led to a slight difference in the dura-
tion of the rectangular wave functions (that now had a value of 1 for l
volume � 1.5 s when the action was initiated at the onset of the intertrial
interval and a value of 0 for the remainder of the trial), which were then
convolved with a two-gamma hemodynamic response function (Brain
Voyager QX). Data for group voxelwise analyses (but not single-subject
analyses) were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm (full-
width at half-maximum). Data were preprocessed with a linear trend
removal and a high pass filter of 2 cycles/run. To allow for the possibility
of comparing between trial types in the hand and tool runs, the general
linear model included 14 predictors, one for each trial type (hand vs
tool � 7 conditions). In hand runs, the predictors for tool trials were flat,
while in tool runs, the predictors for hand trials were flat. Comparisons
between the hand and tool runs assume that the levels of activation
during the baseline period were comparable, which is reasonable because
the baseline tasks were identical. The interleaving of hand and tool runs
makes it unlikely that any differences between the two conditions were
due to systematic changes such as fatigue.

Results
Experiment 1
Single-subject analysis
An area tuned to reachable space would be expected to show
higher visual responses for the viewing of objects within reach
(Nearpv and Mediumpv) versus objects outside of reach (Farpv).
Thus, within each of our 10 subjects we contrasted activation for
the passive viewing of reachable objects vs the unreachable object
locations [(Nearpv � Mediumpv) vs 2* Farpv]. This contrast iden-
tified clusters of activation in seven of 10 subjects (averaged Ta-
lairach coordinates: X � �1, Y � �76, Z � 26) in SPOC at the
superior end of the parieto-occipital sulcus (POS) (Fig. 3A),
which separates the occipital and parietal cortices on the medial
surface. This activity was analyzed in individuals by capturing all
the activation at a threshold of p � 0.01 within a cube of (10
mm) 3 centered on the single most statistically significant voxel

Figure 3. Single-subject and group voxelwise results for experiment 1. A, Overlay of fMRI region-of-interest activation for the passive viewing of reachable versus unreachable objects [(Nearpv

� Mediumpv) vs 2* Farpv] on 7 of 10 individual participants’ sagittal slices (accompanying each slice is the X Talairach coordinate for the region of interest denoted by the arrow). Dashed white line
corresponds to the parieto-occipital sulcus. B, Averaged � weights from the selected areas in A. C, Overlay of fMRI activation for reachable versus unreachable objects [(Nearpv vs Farpv) and
(Mediumpv vs Farpv)] on a group averaged anatomical (using RFX analysis). Region defined by yellow circle denotes SPOC. D, % BOLD signal change from the selected region in C. E, � Weight
activation from the selected region in C.
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within SPOC. The contrast used to select
the SPOC region of interest (ROI) necessi-
tated that the averaged � weights across
these subjects show a preference for reach-
able versus nonreachable objects (Fig. 3B),
and post hoc comparisons confirmed that
both Nearpv ( p � 0.002) and Mediumpv

( p � 0.01) were significantly greater than
Farpv. Consistent with SPOC being a
reach-related region (Prado et al., 2005;
Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2006a) we also ob-
served that grasping and reaching actions
were significantly higher than all the pas-
sive viewing conditions (minimum of p �
0.05). Also of interest (but not shown in
Fig. 3A), in five of these subjects we ob-
served single foci of activation situated
medially in the occipital lobe above the
calcarine sulcus, likely corresponding to
the presentation of visual stimuli within
the lower visual field during passive view-
ing trials.

Group analysis
To confirm our single-subject findings we
then used an RFX GLM to perform a con-
junction analysis for the contrasts of
(Nearpv � Farpv) and (Mediumpv �
Farpv). At the group level, we were able to
employ this more conservative conjunc-
tion analysis instead of the less strict con-
trast of [(Nearpv � Mediumpv) vs 2*
Farpv]. This contrast identified SPOC acti-
vation, as shown in Figure 3C (t � 3.2, p �
0.01, 32 mm 3; Talairach coordinates: X �
�1, Y � �74, Z � 28). Again, consistent
with the contrast used to select the cluster,
its time course and � weight activations
showed activity dependent on the reach-
ability of the object locations (Fig. 3D,E).
For a conjunction analysis the effective p
value is the square of the p values for each
component (here 0.01 2 � 0.0001), which
is a respectable threshold for random ef-
fects analysis with only 10 participants (the minimum recom-
mended sample size for RFX). As presented later, we were able to
replicate this result in experiment 2 with the appropriate cluster
size correction when the sample size was larger (n � 14).

Not surprisingly based on this contrast used to identify SPOC,
we observed greater activation for both the Nearpv ( p � 0.007)
and Mediumpv conditions ( p � 0.001) compared with the Farpv

condition. It is unlikely that these findings in left SPOC can be
attributed to a retinotopic response given that this area shows a
preference for both ipsilateral (Nearpv) and contralateral (Medi-
umpv) visual field locations. We also found higher responses for
reaching (minimum of p � 0.01) and reach-to-grasp (minimum
of p � 0.05) actions compared with the passive viewing responses
(with the exception that grasping and reaching were not signifi-
cantly greater than Mediumpv). With the above conjunction
analysis we also observed a small area of activation situated me-
dially in the occipital lobe above the calcarine sulcus (Talairach
coordinates: X � �1, Y � �77, Z � 10) (Fig. 3C), similar to that
observed in single subjects.

Experiment 2
Single-subject analysis in hand runs (experiment 2a)
To localize SPOC in a similar way as in experiment 1, we first used
the data from functional runs with the hand (experiment 2a) for
each of the 14 participants. We contrasted activation for the pas-
sive viewing of the reachable object location versus the unreach-
able objects locations [4*NRpv vs (NLpv � MRpv � MLpv �
FRpv)] [note that we did not use a conjunction analysis contrast
of NRpv vs each of the nonreachable passive viewing conditions
(similar to experiment 1 group analysis) because it did not iden-
tify SPOC or any other brain areas at an acceptable statistical
threshold, likely because corrections for multiple comparisons
make it difficult for an area to simultaneously satisfy all four
contrasts]. This contrast revealed activations in SPOC in 13 of 14
participants (Fig. 4A), very close to the focus of activation found
in experiment 1 at the superior end of the POS. Although the
activation in individuals was sometimes anterior to the POS and
sometimes posterior to it, it was always consistently at the supe-
rior end of the POS (averaged Talairach coordinates: X � �5,

Figure 4. Single-subject and group voxelwise results for experiment 2. A, Overlay of fMRI region-of-interest activation for the
passive viewing of reachable versus unreachable objects with respect to the hand [4*NRpv vs (NLpv � MRpv � MLpv � FRpv)] on
13 of 14 individual participants’ sagittal slices (accompanying each slice is the X Talairach coordinate for the region of interest
denoted by the arrow). Dashed white line corresponds to the parieto-occipital sulcus. B, Averaged � weights from the selected
areas in A for functional runs with the hand. C, Averaged � weights from selected areas in A for functional runs with the tool. D,
Overlay of fMRI activation for reachable versus unreachable objects [4*NRpv vs (NLpv � MRpv � MLpv � FRpv)] on a group
averaged anatomical (using FFX analysis, cluster threshold corrected, 380 mm 3). Region defined by yellow circle denotes SPOC.
Accompanying the region of interest are its Talairach coordinates. E, � Weight activation from the selected region in D for
functional runs with the hand and tool. Note that for both the hand and tool runs, post hoc comparisons confirm that NRpv is
statistically higher than each of the nonreachable object locations (NLpv, MRpv, MLpv, and FRpv). NR, Near right; NL, near left; MR,
middle right; ML, middle left; FR, far right.
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Y � �78, Z � 28). This activity was gathered from individuals by
capturing all the activation at a threshold of p � 0.01 within a
cube of (10 mm) 3 centered on the single most statistically signif-
icant voxel within SPOC. Although the contrast used to identify
this region specified only that the NRpv location had to yield
higher activation than the average of the other four locations,
statistical contrasts performed on the averaged � weights in
SPOC found significant differences between the NRpv location
compared with each of the unreachable passive viewing locations
(NRpv vs NLpv, p � 0.003; NRpv vs MRpv, p � 0.003; NRpv vs
MLpv, p � 0.002; NRpv vs FRpv, p � 0.005) with no difference
among unreachable locations (Fig. 4B). These findings indepen-
dently confirmed the results of the first experiment, reinforcing
the conclusion that SPOC encodes objects reachable by the hand.
Post hoc comparisons on the � weights in SPOC also showed that
grasping and reaching activation were not statistically different
from one another; however, both conditions were higher than the
passive viewing conditions.

Group analysis in hand runs (experiment 2a)
In addition to the single-subject analyses, we also performed vox-
elwise RFX analyses on the group data averaged in stereotaxic
space. Using the same contrast used to identify SPOC in single
subjects [4*NRpv vs (NLpv � MRpv � MLpv � FRpv), we found
several foci of activation (Fig. 5), including bilateral activation in
the precuneus, �1 cm anterior to the superior parieto-occipital
location where SPOC would be expected. In post hoc compari-
sons, both left and right precuneus showed higher activation for
the NRpv location versus the two medium and far locations (all p

values �0.003), but no significant differ-
ence in activation between NRpv and NLpv

(and NLpv did not differ significantly from
any of the other locations except NLpv ver-
sus FRpv in the right precuneus, p �
0.029). It is worth noting, however, that in
all the other nine areas identified (Fig. 5),
the signals were weak and not particularly
reliable. For all of these areas, the activa-
tion for passive viewing conditions was
�0.2% signal change (according to the
percentage-transformed � weights), con-
siderably weaker than the percentage sig-
nal change in left SPOC (between 0.6%
and 1.4%) (Fig. 4). Moreover, only four of
these areas, the left posterior supramar-
ginal gyrus (SMG), the right SMG, the
right inferior parietal lobule (IPL) and the
left occipital lobe, met the requirement
that NRpv be significantly higher than each
of the other unreachable passive viewing
locations in post hoc contrasts. In addition,
unlike left SPOC in the single-subject anal-
ysis and fixed effects (FFX) group analyses,
the passive viewing activation patterns
were not replicated in the tool runs.

Based on the robust SPOC activations
from both experiment 1 and single-subject
analyses we were initially surprised that
our RFX contrast did not reveal SPOC at
the group level. Note, however, that al-
though RFX analyses have become the
norm because they show intersubject con-
sistency, they may fail to find common ac-
tivation despite intersubject consistency

simply because of the variability in stereotaxic coordinates across
subjects. Indeed, when we performed a less stringent FFX analysis
on the data (Fig. 4D), we observed SPOC activation. Certainly
our single-subject analyses showed (as RFX is typically intended
to do) that SPOC shows a preference for reachable space in vir-
tually all participants. Thus, although our SPOC activation was
consistent across individuals with respect to the POS (Fig. 4A),
the POS is quite stereotaxically variable across subjects making it
difficult for individual voxels in SPOC to have enough consis-
tency to pass RFX criteria. Other differences between the areas
activated in the two experiments may be related to differences in
design and analyses including (1) the number of trial types and
the contrasts used and (2) differences in the number of trials
(�15 trials vs �20 trials in experiment 1) and statistical power.

The findings of experiment 2a, which eliminated possible con-
founds of our first study, strongly corroborate our initial finding
that SPOC encodes object reachability with respect to the hand.
In particular, in experiment 2a we showed that SPOC does not
encode retinal size by incorporating two physical object sizes so
that objects at different distances provide very similar retinal im-
age sizes. We also ruled out the possibility that SPOC activation
simply reflects retinal eccentricity by pairing object locations with
equidistant, symmetric locations (for example NRpv and NLpv). It
is also unlikely that SPOC encodes all object locations nearer than
the fixation point because similar results were obtained when the
fixation point was placed at two different physical distances in
experiments 1 and 2. Similarly, SPOC does not encode visual field
because it shows no preferences for locations MRpv and FRpv,

Figure 5. Areas activated by a group voxelwise contrast for the passive viewing of reachable versus unreachable objects with
respect to the hand [NRpv vs (NLpv � MRpv � MLpv � FRpv )] overlayed on group averaged anatomical slices (using RFX analysis).
Located near each anatomical slice is its relevant Talairach coordinate. fMRI activation is shown in orange at p � 0.001 with its
accompanying � weight activation denoted by yellow arrows. Note that the scale of brain activation changes across brain areas.
NR, Near right; NL, near left; MR, middle right; ML, middle left; FR, far right.
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which, like location NRpv, are also located within the right visual
field. Experiment 2 also showed that the visual responses in SPOC
are independent from previous motor associations at certain ob-
ject locations. Recall that in experiment 1 participants acted on
the same object location they passively viewed (medium loca-
tion); however, in experiment 2, we separated the acted and pas-
sively viewed object locations.

We did not monitor eye movements in either study simply
because the setup time was already considerable and the addition
of eye tracker positioning and calibration would have made the
fMRI session unduly long and uncomfortable for the partici-
pants. Nevertheless, we do not believe that eye movement con-
founds are likely to account for our results. First, although eye
movement confounds are a frequent source of concern, in all
cases where our lab has monitored eye movements, we found that
participants can indeed accurately maintain fixation as instructed
(Quinlan and Culham, 2007), even in tasks that are much more
demanding than our passive viewing task (Culham et al., 1998;
Verstraten et al., 2001). Second, although we have previously
shown that SPOC is modulated by vergence distance (Quinlan
and Culham, 2007), if participants had looked directly at the
targets, we should have observed comparable activation levels for
both targets in near space in experiment 2 (NRpv and NLpv) rather
than higher activation for the reachable target (NRpv) than the
unreachable one (NLpv). Third, as we showed in experiment 2,
SPOC activation was remarkably consistent across all 13/14 sub-
jects, including those who were highly experienced fMRI partic-
ipants used to maintaining fixation and those who were less
experienced.

SPOC activation in tool runs (experiment 2b)
We extracted the � weights from functional runs with the tool
(experiment 2b) for the SPOC region localized in single partici-
pants by the contrast of reachable versus nonreachable locations
with the hand (experiment 2a). As shown in Figure 4C, for the
passive viewing conditions, there was again heightened activation
for the NRpv location compared with each of the other passive
viewing locations (NLpv, p � 0.03; MRpv, p � 0.02; MLpv, p �
0.02; FRpv, p � 0.002), with no significant differences among
NLpv, MRpv, MLpv, and FRpv (Fig. 4C). Again, grasping and
reaching with the tool were not statistically different from each
other but were higher than the passive viewing conditions. The
finding that SPOC shows a higher response to the passive viewing
of stimuli in the NRpv location, reachable with the hand, is con-
trary to our prediction that with tool use the preferred range
within SPOC would extend to object locations NRpv, NLpv, and
MRpv. One interpretation of this finding may be that subjects did
not receive adequate practice with the tool to see the predicted
effects; however, further investigation has shown that SPOC ac-
tivation for tool runs is not modulated by the amount of practice
with a tool across the length of a testing session. Further discus-
sion of the absence of modulation by the tool is presented in the
supplemental materials, available at www.jneurosci.org.

We also examined other areas of the brain that might be re-
sponsive to tool use. We questioned whether area aIPS, known to
respond more to grasping than reaching with the hand (Culham
et al., 2003), would also display activation greater for grasping
when subjects acted using a tool. We show evidence (see supple-
mental material, available at www.jneurosci.org) that aIPS selec-
tively encodes grasping actions independent of the effector used
(hand or tool). This finding supports the results from several
methodologies (neuroimaging, neurophysiology, and kinemat-
ics) suggesting that some action-related areas of the brain encode

the goals of actions, rather than movements (Gentilucci et al.,
2004; Hamilton and Grafton, 2006; Umilta et al., 2008).

Numerous additional exploratory contrasts did not reveal any
significant activation ( p � 0.01). These included contrasts such
as: (1) passive viewing of reachable versus unreachable locations
with the tool: [2*(NRpv � NLpv � MRpv) – 3*(MLpv � FRpv)] in
tool runs; (2) passive viewing of locations that became reachable
with the tool (in the tool runs) versus those same locations with-
out a tool (in the hand runs): [(MRpv� NLpv) in tool runs –
(MRpv � NLpv) in hand runs]; (3) unreachable versus reachable
locations with the hand: [(NLpv � MRpv � MLpv � FRpv) –
4*(NRpv)] in hand runs; and (4) far versus near locations regard-
less of reachability: [(MRpv � MLpv) – (NRpv � NLpv)] in hand
runs.

We do not believe that the activation we observed in left SPOC
in both experiments simply reflects a retinotopic representation
of the lower right visual field. In particular, this explanation can-
not account for experiment 1 findings of higher activation for
targets in both the lower right and lower left visual fields. Never-
theless, to provide an additional test of this alternate explanation,
we examined whether right SPOC activation could be observed
for the near left targets (vs the other target locations). That is, if
the activation we observed in left SPOC for the near right location
was merely a retinotopic response, we should observe similar
activation in right SPOC for the near left location. Thus, we con-
trasted the nearest left object location versus all other passive
viewing locations for both experiments. In experiment 1, we
identified left SPOC using single-subject ROIs; thus we now eval-
uated whether right SPOC would be activated in single subjects
with the complementary contrast used to find left SPOC:
[2*Nearpv vs (Mediumpv � Farpv]. This contrast, at the same
threshold as that used to find left SPOC in seven subjects ( p �
0.01), revealed activation in only one individual in the vicinity of
right SPOC. In experiment 2, left SPOC was also identified in
single-subject ROIs so we also examined whether right SPOC was
revealed in individual participants by the complementary con-
trast at the same threshold used to find left SPOC: [4*NLpv vs
(NRpv � MRpv � MLpv � FRpv) with hands runs at p � 0.01].
This analysis showed activation in the vicinity of right SPOC in
only 3 of 14 subjects, a much smaller proportion than the pro-
portion, 13 of 14 subjects, which demonstrated left SPOC with its
respective contrast. Given that right SPOC activation was weak or
absent in both these analyses, the visual encoding in SPOC is
unlikely to reflect a retinotopic response and instead appears
strongly coupled to reachability.

Discussion
In two separate imaging experiments, we demonstrated that
SPOC was more active for objects within reach than objects be-
yond reach even when no action was required. The focus of acti-
vation was highly consistent across experiments despite method-
ological differences in the locations tested.

Role of SPOC in reaching and potential reaching
A growing body of evidence indicates that human SPOC is in-
volved in the guidance of arm movements (de Jong et al., 2001;
Astafiev et al., 2003; Connolly et al., 2003; Prado et al., 2005;
Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2006b; Pellijeff et al., 2006). More compel-
lingly, lesions to the area are associated with the severe reaching
deficits observed in optic ataxia (Karnath and Perenin, 2005).
Our analyses suggest that the robust visual responses to reachable
objects in SPOC reflect the potential of acting on them. These
results are consistent with neurophysiological evidence for the
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coding of intention and target selection in parietal cortex (Snyder
et al., 1997, 2000; Scherberger and Andersen, 2007). Moreover,
they further suggest that objects may automatically evoke affor-
dances, that is, potential actions to be performed on certain ob-
jects (Gibson, 1979), even if such actions are not explicitly
planned. Consistent with this interpretation, the reach-related
SPOC may inherently differentiate between objects affording po-
tential actions (unreachable objects that can become reachable
via a change in posture) versus objects affording immediate ac-
tions (objects directly reachable by the arm) for reach planning
purposes. In accordance with this view, some patients with fron-
tal cortical damage, which receives heavy projections from supe-
rior parietal cortex (Matelli et al., 1998; Shipp et al., 1998) in
macaques, are unable to inhibit actions to graspable objects
placed within reaching distance, in a disorder called alien hand
syndrome (L’Hermitte, 1983; Della Sala et al., 1991; Chan and
Ross, 1997).

Given that all participants who participated in this study were
right-handed and only ever acted with their right arm, it is not
surprising that our activation in SPOC is lateralized to the left
hemisphere. Participants were required to position their left arm
close to their body (constrained underneath the platform) so as
not to obstruct their viewpoint or interfere with actions of the
right arm. Interestingly, contralateral SPOC activation suggests
that either the area was sensitive to the constraints upon the left
hand, or shows responses related only to reachability with the
dominant right hand (Handy et al., 2003).

Our study suggests that SPOC does not encode near space
exclusive of reachability. This possibility is certainly one to con-
sider, particularly given another experiment from our lab which
showed that SPOC responses increased as gaze converged (Quin-
lan and Culham, 2007). Here we have shown that even when gaze
was fixed at a constant depth, the response in SPOC during pas-
sive viewing depended on whether objects were within reachable
space. Unfortunately, because no common subjects were used,
direct comparisons between projects were not possible. Although
speculative, we propose that SPOC may use signals about gaze
depth, combined with information about object depth with re-
spect to gaze (e.g., from binocular disparity) to determine
whether or not the object is within reach.

We chose not to include an attentional task in the passive
viewing conditions because it may have distorted the nature of
processing within parietal cortex; nevertheless, we do not believe
that attentional confounds can account for the observed results.
First, participants were kept alert by the need to perform grasping
and reaching actions on some trials. Second, SPOC was the only
area activated across both experiments and we did not observe
activation in parietal areas such as the caudal IPS known to sub-
serve attention (Wojciulik and Kanwisher, 1999). Third, and per-
haps most importantly, if general attention played a role, it
should have affected activation equally across all passive viewing
conditions. However, if we are indeed measuring attention pro-
cessing selective for objects within reach, then it is a unique type
of attention reflecting a potential for action on reachable objects.
Last, although the starting position of the hand (or tool) across
trials could arguably attract more attention for closer locations,
in which case enhanced responses would be expected for the
object nearest the hand (in experiment 1, Nearpv � Mediumpv; in
experiment 2, NLpv is higher than the other locations during
passive viewing for both hand and tool runs), this prediction was
not borne out in the data.

The addition of a tool showed little effect upon the preferred
locations in SPOC; nevertheless, this finding shows that that

SPOC codes object reachability with respect to the real distance of
the arm and that this coding is resistant to artificial extensions of
the hand. Several possible interpretations for this finding are pre-
sented in the supplemental material, available at www.
jneurosci.org.

SPOC in macaques and humans
For areas involved in reaching, homologies between the human
and macaque monkey brain remain speculative (for review, see
Culham et al., 2006; Culham et al., 2008). Nevertheless, the most
parsimonious explanation is that the human superior parieto-
occipital sulcus (i.e., SPOC) is functionally similar to the ma-
caque PO sulcus, which contains areas V6 and V6A.

Macaque V6 and V6A were discovered and characterized by
Galletti, Fattori, and their colleagues (Galletti et al., 1996) (for
review, see Galletti et al., 2003, 2005). V6 is a purely visual area in
macaques with a retinotopic organization. V6 sends projections
to area V6A, which contains similar visual properties but no reti-
notopic organization. V6A also visually encodes object attributes
relevant for reaching and grasping like object orientation in space
and size (for review, see Galletti et al., 2003). Moreover, some
neurons in V6A also encode the spatial location of objects in what
appears to be head-centered coordinates (Galletti et al., 1993).
V6A neurons also respond during visual and nonvisual goal-
directed reaching (Galletti et al., 1997; Fattori et al., 2001, 2005)
and are modulated by somatosensory stimulation of the arm and
shoulder (Breveglieri et al., 2002). Selective lesions to macaque
V6A produce deficits in both reaching and grasping (Battaglini et
al., 2002). V6A sends strong output to dorsal premotor cortex
(Galletti et al., 1999). In sum, V6A is thought to play a critical role
in the visual guidance of reaching and transformations from ret-
inal to spatiomotor coordinate systems. Perhaps one component
of such transformations is the determination of whether objects
are within reach.

The location of putative V6A in humans, pV6A, is somewhat
uncertain at present. A number of reports have speculated that
pV6A is in the vicinity of the parieto-occipital sulcus; however,
there has been considerable variability in the specific location.
Human pV6A has been proposed to lie near the junction of the
POS and calcarine sulcus (Ino et al., 2002; Dechent and Frahm,
2003; Bristow et al., 2005; Stiers et al., 2006), in the superior POS
(Portin et al., 1998; Pitzalis et al., 2006a; Quinlan and Culham,
2007), and somewhat lateral to the POS (Grol et al., 2007; Verha-
gen et al., 2008). Localization is complicated by the fact that the
fundus of the POS is only millimeters from the IPS and many
studies only perform group analyses with extensive smoothing,
making it difficult to pinpoint the sulcus in which the activation
lies. In our view, the most informed case for the locus of pV6A
comes from the work of Pitzalis and colleagues (2006b; 2006a),
who suggest that the putative human functional equivalents of V6
(pV6) and V6A (pV6A) lie directly posterior and anterior to the
superior end of POS, respectively. In support of the conjecture
that pV6A lies anterior to the superior POS, a growing number of
studies find activation there during reaching and pointing tasks
(Astafiev et al., 2003; Connolly et al., 2003; Pitzalis et al., 2006a)
and damage to that area in optic ataxia patients with reaching
deficits (Karnath and Perenin, 2005; Clavagnier et al., 2007; Him-
melbach et al., 2009).

In both our experiments, SPOC activation in individual sub-
jects was typically located in the POS, within �20 mm of the
superior end of the sulcus, occasionally slightly anterior or pos-
terior to the sulcus. Activation for reaching has also been reported
anterior and posterior to the POS [for review, see Culham et al.
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(2008), their Fig. 4]. Although other work from our lab has found
SPOC activation for arm transport (Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2006b),
grasping versus reaching (Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2007; Króliczak et
al., 2008), and near vergence (Quinlan and Culham, 2007), these
studies tested different participants, making interstudy compar-
isons difficult.

In experiment 2, group RFX analyses interestingly showed
bilateral activation in the precuneus, anterior to SPOC. This area
has been implicated in pointing actions to contralateral targets
(Connolly et al., 2003; Fernandez-Ruiz et al., 2007; Zettel et al.,
2007) as well as executed, observed and imagined reaching (Fili-
mon et al., 2007). The precuneus has been suggested as a possible
human homolog of MIP/PRR (Connolly et al., 2003; Fernandez-
Ruiz et al., 2007) (but see Grefkes et al., 2004), which like V6A is
involved in reaching actions in macaques (Andersen et al., 1997;
Snyder et al., 1997; Andersen and Buneo, 2002).

Conclusions
In summary, we showed that a reach-related region within SPOC
has heightened activation when subjects passively view reachable
objects. The response in SPOC is consistent with the hypothesis
that it encodes not only actual reaches but also the potential to
reach an object with the hand.
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